Effective People Skills Seminar

Associate Vice President for Campus Life, Craig Ullom, presented a three part seminar, Effective People Skills, that began on November 28, 2000 and ran for three consecutive weeks. Valuable knowledge gained from this seminar provided an:

- Awareness of one’s own behavior style
- Understanding of how the participant’s behavior style impacts and is perceived by others
- Opportunity to apply this knowledge in professional and personal relationships

The seminar awakened the senses to understand oneself and others’ behavior, ultimately enhancing the quality of relationships and improvement of communication. The following SDES staff successfully completed the first Effective People Skills Seminar:

- Glen Carlson
- Lori Kerman
- Patricia Mackown
- Judy Nayor
- Claudia Witcher

Craig Ullom plans to hold another seminar this semester. If any staff are interested in attending, please contact his office at 825-2626.

Self Discovery Knights

The Counseling and Testing Center will be presenting their Self Discovery Knights outreach series including a variety of workshops to address topics such as stylists, choosing a major, roommate communication, sexual orientation, romantic relationships, flirting and harassment, stress management, succeeding in classes and body image. All presentations are free to students, faculty, and staff of the general public. For times and locations for February, please refer to the SDES calendar or for more information, go to the website: http://orgpages.ucf.edu/sds/communities/self.discovery.knights.htm.

Feb. 5: SECRETS TO OVERCOMING SHYNESS

Speakers: Valeska Wilson, M.A., LMHC, GCC

What does it mean to be shy? How do people cope with being shy? How does one become more confident? Join us for this workshop to learn some strategies to help you gain more confidence.

Feb. 6: SECRETS TO OVERCOMING SHYNESS

Speakers: Valeska Wilson, M.A., LMHC, GCC

Ever to be nervous or uncomfortable in social situations? Do you fear rejection or anxiety that keep you from attending or participating in social events? Come to this presentation to learn effective techniques to conquer social anxiety and develop better social skills.

Feb. 12: CHOOSING A COLLEGE MAJOR (AND BEYOND)

Speaker: Craig Ullom, M.A., GCC

This program will help students learn more about themselves and get them on the path toward choosing a college major. The program will also explore how specific degree programs translate into a career after graduation.

Feb. 19: IS IT FLIRTING OR HARASSMENT?

Speaker: Laurie Kemper, Psy.D.

Do you have fears or anxiety that keep you from attending or participating in social events? Learn about the differences between flirting and harassment through this presentation.

Feb. 26: BODY LOVE/BODY HATE - “Striving to be the Perfect 10”

Speakers: REACH Peer Education & Cathy A. Barbano, M.S., RD, LD

Do you have fears or anxiety that keep you from attending or participating in social events? Learn about the differences between flirting and harassment through this presentation.

Please submit your March newsletter articles to jardano@mail.ucf.edu by February 15th. Thank you.

Student Development and Enrollment Services

http://sdes.ucf.edu

SDS: More Space and Accessibility

At the beginning of November 2000, Student Disability Services (SDS) moved to a new location which was recently renovated. As the number of students with disabilities has increased at UCF, new staff had to be added which required more space for staff and students.

SDS is now located in the Student Resource Center in suite 1123 (across from the Crosstown dining area). The facility is large enough to house a staff of eight. It is also more accessible to students in wheelchairs. One of the major features of the new facility is a larger Test Center. Some students with disabilities need a specialized environment to take an exam or more time to complete one. There is more room now to accommodate students registered with SDS who need to take exams.

The SDS facility stays very busy serving an average of 500 students per semester in terms of accommodations for exams and classes, conducting intake interviews to determine eligibility for services, providing technical assistance, reviewing building plans to ensure accessibility and conducting training seminars for faculty, staff and students. Last year, SDS administered over 2,500 exams in the Test Center for students with disabilities.

Dr. Philip N. Kalfin is the Director of Student Disability Services. Although Phil has been with UCF for a year, he is very impressed with the university’s continued commitment to students with disabilities and to SDS. He states, One of UCF’s goals is to become more inclusive and diverse. I believe that the investment made in the new facility, added staff and updated equipment underlines this commitment as it pertains to our students. We at SDS are pleased and grateful for the support we’ve received.

SDFS FACTS:

- SDS web site: www.sds.ucf.edu
- The Test Center can accommodate up to 10 students at a time and has a security system that enables staff to monitor students through a closed circuit TV system.
- SDS offers assistive software in its facility and around campus for students with disabilities. For example, Zoomtext is available for visually impaired students who need to view an enlarged computer screen. Jaws is another program which reads a computer screen to help students identify numbers and order list items. Jaws also reads text from documents and items on a computer screen.
- SDS offers assistive hardware such as video print enlargers to make print in books larger for visually impaired students. The Kurzweil Reading Edge scans and reads books to students with disabilities who need this accommodation.
- Telecommunication devices for the deaf are available at the SDS office and around campus. This enables deaf and hard of hearing students to make telephone calls.

Leadership Week 2001 is just around the corner! This is a week dedicated to developing the leader within all of us. Workshops will be held starting Monday, February 19, 2001 through February 22, 2001. In addition, an awards ceremony will be held to recognize and honor individuals who have gone above and beyond expectations. The schedule of events, times and locations will be distributed to you through your paychecks. Also, the schedule is on the SDES February calendar. Everyone from the LEAD Scholars Program Office hopes to receive your support and participation!
The Associate Registrar Paige Borden Earns Doctorate position within the Registrar’s Office and assuming a key role in the coursework, thesis and defense while maintaining her full-time.

A graduate of Berry College in be shooting in the low sixties and may have a future in the LPGA! listener, counselor and motivator. They also agree that she will soon co-workers and the many students whose lives she touched through Cromwell

3. To obtain and preserve the interest and support of the Greater Orlando Community.

1. To better prepare the student-athlete in representing themselves, their team and the university in the most positive light. Possessing the communication skills necessary to represent the university and its athletic program to the outside world...

After 22 years of dedicated service to UCF, Dr. M. Paige Borden is proud to announce that is now processes residency changes and appeals using PeopleSoft. This advancement comes on the heels of the successful PeopleSoft implementation of the residency module. Reaching this milestone was a team effort, the Student Records team worked with the offices of Undergraduate Admissions and Graduate Studies to review residency setup tables and current procedures for application processing. In the new protocols, the Registrar’s Office processes residency data in PeopleSoft, which downloads nightly to the CICS Student Database. Technical team programmers modified the interface operating between CICS and PeopleSoft so that residency changes roll directly from PeopleSoft to the Student Records Database. This feature allows users who do not yet have access to PeopleSoft to gather information via CICS. One of the more striking advantages of this system is that users may now track residency change and appeal historical information. The new feature automatically produces a once manual process and will allow the Registrar’s Office and others to access appeals information on-line. Unlike the current system, PeopleSoft can track many different types of changes to a student’s record including official residency information.

What does Student Financial Assistance (SFA) do in the face of tremendous growth and an increase of activity with a reduction in workforce? They pull together and ask that everyone pitch in and as a team make it work. Recently the Director of SFA, attended a luncheon where the speaker pointed out that change is good if the attitude is great. Turnover and the implementation of PeopleSoft has placed a tremendous burden on the staff. Although the office is staffed, and students and programs have multiplied (literally), SFA has been able to keep up? That success is due dedication, willingness to do what is necessary when and where needed to keep students the number one priority.

Many staff members have come to the plate. To one beyond the call of duty and made programs how to do what is necessary when and where needed to keep students the number one priority.

Athletic Ambassadors

Academic Services for Student-Athletes (ASSA) in conjunction with Finance, Nicholson School of Communication, presents the UCF “Athletic Ambassadors.” The Athletic Ambassadors program has three objectives:

1. To better prepare the student-athlete in representing themselves, their team and the university.
2. To help the high profile athletes prepare for media interaction by possessing the communication skills necessary to represent the university and its athletic program in the most positive light.
3. To obtain and preserve the interest and support of the Greater Orlando Community.

Staff includes: excluded, Raphel Robinson, ASSA Intern, Director, Jay Bergman, Baseball Head Coach and Amanda Crowrell, Women’s Soccer Head Coach.

Academic Services for Student-Athletes (ASSA) in conjunction with Finance, Nicholson School of Communication, presents the UCF “Athletic Ambassadors.” The Athletic Ambassadors program has three objectives:

1. To better prepare the student-athlete in representing themselves, their team and the university.
2. To help the high profile athletes prepare for media interaction by possessing the communication skills necessary to represent the university and its athletic program in the most positive light.
3. To obtain and preserve the interest and support of the Greater Orlando Community.

Staff includes: excluded, Raphel Robinson, ASSA Intern, Director, Jay Bergman, Baseball Head Coach and Amanda Crowrell, Women’s Soccer Head Coach.

Academic Services for Student-Athletes (ASSA) in conjunction with Finance, Nicholson School of Communication, presents the UCF “Athletic Ambassadors.” The Athletic Ambassadors program has three objectives:

1. To better prepare the student-athlete in representing themselves, their team and the university.
2. To help the high profile athletes prepare for media interaction by possessing the communication skills necessary to represent the university and its athletic program in the most positive light.
3. To obtain and preserve the interest and support of the Greater Orlando Community.

Staff includes: excluded, Raphel Robinson, ASSA Intern, Director, Jay Bergman, Baseball Head Coach and Amanda Crowrell, Women’s Soccer Head Coach.

The Academic Village Phase I is currently under construction and progress can be seen from Gemini and Libra Drive (next to the Fitness Center). Four hundred fifty-two residence hall style beds will be available in August with 348 apartment style beds scheduled to be available in September. The Village will offer a gathering plaza, complete with fountain. The facility will also have multipurpose space, vending rooms and laundry rooms. The bonds for phase II were recently sold to fund the fitness center (next to the academic village). The bonds for phase II were recently sold to fund the fitness center (next to the academic village). The bonds for phase II were recently sold to fund the fitness center (next to the academic village). The bonds for phase II were recently sold to fund the fitness center (next to the academic village).

People in the News...

After 22 years of dedicated service to UCF, Martha Bradford retired from her position as Administrative Assistant/Assistant/Assistant/Assi...
Associate Registrar Paige Borden Earns Doctorate

The Registrar’s Office is proud to announce that another staff member has joined the prestigious “Dr.’s club.” Dr. M. Paige Borden received her Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership from UCF on December 12, 2000. Dr. Borden completed her coursework, thesis and defense and is proud to announce her outstanding accomplishment. Congratulations! Dr. Borden is proud to announce that she now processes residency changes and appeals using PeopleSoft. This advancement comes on the heels of successful PeopleSoft implementation of the Registrar’s Office. The redesign of the office was a team effort, and the Registrar’s Office processes residency data in PeopleSoft, which allows for nightly updates to the CICS database. Technical team programmers modified the interface operating between CICS and PeopleSoft so that residency changes roll directly from PeopleSoft to the Student Record Database. This feature allows users who do not yet have access to PeopleSoft to gather information via CICS. One of the more striking advantages is the ability to use the new PeopleSoft system is that users may now track residency change and appeal history and provides an audit trail. The feature automates the once manual process and will allow the Registrar’s Office and others to access appeals information on-line. Unlike the current system, PeopleSoft can track many different types of changes to a student's record including official residency information.

Two UCF Sorority Women Win Scholarships

Two UCF Sorority women were named as recipients of the 2000-2001 Sandra and Geneva Rothbauer scholarship. The winners were Courtney Julian, Delta Delta Delta, and Rebecca “Becky” Rotthauer, Kappa Delta. The UCF students were selected among other applicants who must have membership in an NPC sorority, be a member in good standing, have at least a minimum grade point average of a 2.7, and are required to attend. Each recipient will receive a scholarship of $300.00. This scholarship is made available to those sorority women who attend both UCF and Rollins College.

Athletic Ambassadors

Academic Services for Student-Athletes (ASSA) in conjunction with Florida Alumni, Nicholson School of Communication, presents the UCF “Athletic Ambassadors.” The Athletic ambassadors program has three objectives:

1. To better prepare the student-athlete in representing themselves, their team and the university.
2. To help high profile athletes prepare for media interaction by possessing the communication skills necessary to represent the university and its athletic program in the most positive light.
3. To obtain and conserve the support of the UCF Alumni Community.

Staff members included: Raphel Robinson, ASSA Intern, Director, Jay Bergman, Baseball Head Coach and Amanda Crowwell, Women’s Soccer Head Coach.

The Academic Village Phase I is currently under construction and progress can be seen from Gemini and Libra Drive (next to new the Fitness Center). Four hundred fifty-two residence hall style beds will be available in August with 548 apartment style spaces scheduled to be available in September. The Village will offer a gathering plaza, complete with fountain. The facility will also have multipurpose space, vending rooms and laundry rooms. The bonds for phase II were recently sold and on January 4, 2001, over $28,000,000 was deposited in the Academic Village Phase II construction account. As Housing and Financial Services, the funds were raised through the sale of tax exempt revenue bonds. The bonds were sold on January 11, 2000 from Human Resources! What does Student Financial Assistance (SFA) do in the face of tremendous growth and an increase of activity with a reduction in workforce? They pull together and ask that everyone pitch in and work as a team to make it work. Recently, the Director of SFA, attended a luncheon where the speaker pointed out that change is good if the attitude is great. Turnover and the implementation of PeopleSoft has placed a tremendous burden on the staff. Although the office is short staffed, and students and programs have multiplied (literally), SFA has been able to keep up! That success is due to dedication, willingness to do what is necessary and the desire to keep students the number one priority.

Many staff members have come to the plate, gone beyond the call of duty and made the difference in order to maintain the level of service needed to support our students and the university community. In addition, there has been tremendous growth in all financial aid programs. SFA has added over 100 new private scholarship programs, their resources to students from 1998-99 to 1999-2000 has increased over 10 million dollars. The Florida Bright Futures program supports nearly 10,000 students. That represents approximately one-third of the undergraduate population. In addition, SFA’s internal staff, many others contribute to their ongoing success. SFA’s role is made easier by collaborations and partnerships throughout the university community. A BIG THANKS TO EVERYONE!

The design team of Farmer Baker Barrios Architects (Orlando) and RDG Bussard Dikies (Des Moines) has been awarded a contract for the design of the Student Recreation Center that is currently under construction on South Gemini Boulevard. American School and University cited the building’s “fantastic design that blends with today’s world.” They added that the building is a “real community hub” that offers an “open and inviting environment for students.” The Recreation Center is scheduled for completion in full 2001.

Two UCF Sorority Women Win Scholarships

Two UCF Sorority women were named as recipients of the 2000-2001 Sandra and Geneva Rothbauer scholarship. The winners were Courtney Julian, Delta Delta Delta, and Rebecca “Becky” Rotthauer, Kappa Delta. The UCF students were selected among other applicants who must have membership in an NPC sorority, be a member in good standing, have at least a minimum grade point average of a 2.7, and are required to attend. Each recipient will receive a scholarship of $300.00. This scholarship is made available to those sorority women who attend both UCF and Rollins College.

The Academic Village Phase I is currently under construction and progress can be seen from Gemini and Libra Drive (next to the Fitness Center). Four hundred fifty-two residence hall style beds will be available in August with 548 apartment style spaces scheduled to be available in September. The Village will offer a gathering plaza, complete with fountain. The facility will also have multipurpose space, vending rooms and laundry rooms. The bonds for phase II were recently sold and on January 4, 2001, over $28,000,000 was deposited in the Academic Village Phase II construction account. As Housing and Financial Services, the funds were raised through the sale of tax exempt revenue bonds. The bonds were sold on January 11, 2000 from Human Resources! What does Student Financial Assistance (SFA) do in the face of tremendous growth and an increase of activity with a reduction in workforce? They pull together and ask that everyone pitch in and work as a team to make it work. Recently, the Director of SFA, attended a luncheon where the speaker pointed out that change is good if the attitude is great. Turnover and the implementation of PeopleSoft has placed a tremendous burden on the staff. Although the office is short staffed, and students and programs have multiplied (literally), SFA has been able to keep up! That success is due to dedication, willingness to do what is necessary and the desire to keep students the number one priority.

Many staff members have come to the plate, gone beyond the call of duty and made the difference in order to maintain the level of service needed to support our students and the university community. In addition, there has been tremendous growth in all financial aid programs. SFA has added over 100 new private scholarship programs, their resources to students from 1998-99 to 1999-2000 has increased over 10 million dollars. The Florida Bright Futures program supports nearly 10,000 students. That represents approximately one-third of the undergraduate population. In addition, SFA’s internal staff, many others contribute to their ongoing success. SFA’s role is made easier by collaborations and partnerships throughout the university community. A BIG THANKS TO EVERYONE!

The design team of Farmer Baker Barrios Architects (Orlando) and RDG Bussard Dikies (Des Moines) has been awarded a contract for the design of the Student Recreation Center that is currently under construction on South Gemini Boulevard. American School and University cited the building’s “fantastic design that blends with today’s world.” They added that the building is a “real community hub” that offers an “open and inviting environment for students.” The Recreation Center is scheduled for completion in full 2001.

What does Student Financial Assistance (SFA) do in the face of tremendous growth and an increase of activity with a reduction in workforce? They pull together and ask that everyone pitch in and work as a team to make it work. Recently, the Director of SFA, attended a luncheon where the speaker pointed out that change is good if the attitude is great. Turnover and the implementation of PeopleSoft has placed a tremendous burden on the staff. Although the office is short staffed, and students and programs have multiplied (literally), SFA has been able to keep up! That success is due to dedication, willingness to do what is necessary and the desire to keep students the number one priority.

Many staff members have come to the plate, gone beyond the call of duty and made the difference in order to maintain the level of service needed to support our students and the university community. In addition, there has been tremendous growth in all financial aid programs. SFA has added over 100 new private scholarship programs, their resources to students from 1998-99 to 1999-2000 has increased over 10 million dollars. The Florida Bright Futures program supports nearly 10,000 students. That represents approximately one-third of the undergraduate population. In addition, SFA’s internal staff, many others contribute to their ongoing success. SFA’s role is made easier by collaborations and partnerships throughout the university community. A BIG THANKS TO EVERYONE!

The design team of Farmer Baker Barrios Architects (Orlando) and RDG Bussard Dikies (Des Moines) has been awarded a contract for the design of the Student Recreation Center that is currently under construction on South Gemini Boulevard. American School and University cited the building’s “fantastic design that blends with today’s world.” They added that the building is a “real community hub” that offers an “open and inviting environment for students.” The Recreation Center is scheduled for completion in full 2001.

What does Student Financial Assistance (SFA) do in the face of tremendous growth and an increase of activity with a reduction in workforce? They pull together and ask that everyone pitch in and work as a team to make it work. Recently, the Director of SFA, attended a luncheon where the speaker pointed out that change is good if the attitude is great. Turnover and the implementation of PeopleSoft has placed a tremendous burden on the staff. Although the office is short staffed, and students and programs have multiplied (literally), SFA has been able to keep up! That success is due to dedication, willingness to do what is necessary and the desire to keep students the number one priority.

Many staff members have come to the plate, gone beyond the call of duty and made the difference in order to maintain the level of service needed to support our students and the university community. In addition, there has been tremendous growth in all financial aid programs. SFA has added over 100 new private scholarship programs, their resources to students from 1998-99 to 1999-2000 has increased over 10 million dollars. The Florida Bright Futures program supports nearly 10,000 students. That represents approximately one-third of the undergraduate population. In addition, SFA’s internal staff, many others contribute to their ongoing success. SFA’s role is made easier by collaborations and partnerships throughout the university community. A BIG THANKS TO EVERYONE!

The design team of Farmer Baker Barrios Architects (Orlando) and RDG Bussard Dikies (Des Moines) has been awarded a contract for the design of the Student Recreation Center that is currently under construction on South Gemini Boulevard. American School and University cited the building’s “fantastic design that blends with today’s world.” They added that the building is a “real community hub” that offers an “open and inviting environment for students.” The Recreation Center is scheduled for completion in full 2001.
Effective People Skills Seminar

Associate Vice President for Campus Life, Craig Ullom, presented a three part seminar, Effective People Skills, that began on November 28, 2000 and ran for three consecutive weeks. Valuable knowledge gained from this seminar provided an:  

- Awareness of one’s own behavior style  
- Understanding of how the participant’s behavior style impacts and is perceived by others  
- Opportunities to apply this knowledge in peer counseling and personal relationships.

The seminar awakens the senses to understand oneself and others' behavior, ultimately enhancing the quality of relationships and improvement of communication. The following SDS staff successfully completed the first Effective People Skills Seminar:

- Glenn Carlson  
- Lori Kerman  
- Patricia Mackown  
- Judy Sayers  
- Claudia Witcher  

Dr. Ullom plans to hold another seminar this semester. If any staff are interested in attending, please contact his office at 823-2626.

SDS: More Space and Accessibility

At the beginning of November 2000, Student Disability Services (SDS) moved to a new location which was recently renovated. As the number of students with disabilities has increased at UCF, new staff had to be added which required more space for staff and students.

SDS is now located in the Student Resource Center in suite 132 (across from the Crossroads dining area). The facility is large enough to house a staff of eight. It is also more accessible to students in wheelchairs. One of the major features of the new facility is a larger Test Center. Some students with disabilities need a specialized environment to take an exam or more time to complete one. There is more room now to accommodate students registered with SDS who need to take exams.

The SDS facility stays very busy serving an average of 500 students per semester in terms of accommodations for exams and classes, conducting intake interviews to determine eligibility for services, providing technical assistance, reviewing building plans to ensure accessibility and conducting training seminars for faculty, staff and students. Last year, SDS administered over 2,500 exams in the Test Center for students with disabilities.

Dr. Philip N. Kalfin is the Director of Student Disability Services. Although Phil has been with UCF for a year, he is very impressed with the university’s continued commitment to students with disabilities and to SDS. He states, One of UCF’s goals is to become more inclusive and diverse. I believe that the investment made in the new facility, added staff and upgraded equipment underscores this commitment as it pertains to our students. We at SDS are pleased and grateful for the support we’ve received.

SDS Facts:

- SDS web site: www.sds.ucf.edu  
- The Test Center can accommodate up to 10 students at a time and has a security system that enables staff to monitor students through a closed circuit TV system.  
- SDS offers assistive software in its facility and around campus for students with disabilities. For example, Zoomtext is available for visually impaired students who need to view an enlarged computer screen. Java is another program which reads a computer screen that may be used by blind students.  
- SDS offers assistive hardware such as video print enlargers to make print in books larger for visually impaired students. The Kurzweil Reading Edge scans and reads books to students with disabilities who need this accommodation.  
- Telecommunication devices for the deaf are available at the SDS office and around campus. This enables deaf and hard of hearing students to make telephone calls.

Leadership Week 2001 is just around the corner!

This is a week dedicated to developing the leader within all of us. Workshops will be held starting Monday, February 19, 2001 through February 22, 2001. In addition, an awards ceremony will be held to recognize and honor individuals who have gone above and beyond expectations. The schedule of events, times and locations will be distributed to you through your paychecks. Also, the schedule is on the SDS February calendar. Everyone from the LEAD Scholars Program Office hopes to receive your support and participation!